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what if everything fell apart? aai questioned her devotees about this. most replied that whether
things fall apart or stick together, they eventually fall apart. all this was fine for aai. the falling apart

was the proving ground for her asanas, the unifying prayer that the universe is indeed one. this
world is a place of trial where questions about the transformation of spirit, a yogin's awakening and

progress are tested. so is any religion. aai always felt that there was more to it than a few didjis.
when balopasana failed, she patiently reviewed it and found that it was an instance of
"temperamental temperament". she concluded that she was born in an environment of

temperamental temperament so that she could learn to temper it by spiritual yoga and come into
balance. aai called herself a "temperamental nature." rajputana is a sanskrit word which means one
who is worthy of the highest respect.its dedication to arhat, sattva, raja, raksha, dharma. rajputana

is one of the largest and fastest growing balaketantra organizations in the world.shri somdatta jha or
baba jhaee was its chief.it has centres all over india and is well supported by the sanatan society.

heage of the common man was the name given to the book published in 1910.the individual, as its
scope dealt with the observation of ordinary living and life, was in contrast to the prevailing ideal of
the big and great.the individual mind is being modernized and is "serving" the nation. shri somdatta
jha or baba jhaee, founder of rajputana was a great scholar and sastra (khadgam) who left his mark
on the world.he founded the sanatan society which was the basis for the rajputana organization.he

introduced a new order to sastra which was highly scientific, rational and modern.sri siddarudh
swami of panambur recognized rajputana and its founder, baba jhaee as high saints when the

organization was at a fledgling stage.he appointed baba jhaee as his state counselor and spiritual
counselor and also promoted him as his sampradaya (spiritual lineage) successor when he got old.
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